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ABSTRACT: As ihe nuclear disintegration is characteristic for a given isotope, specific
measurements can be performed by means of coincidence techniques, whereby correlated
phenomena must be simultaneously detected in order to be counted. As well beta-gamma as
gamma-gamma cascades of the disintegration, which occur within very short time intervals, are
suitable for these purposes. Also both annihilation gamma rays can be measured in coincidence.

The pulses coming from the components of the cascades can be selected in energy by means of a
pulse height analyser, and are fed into the coincidence circuit. In order to be counted, two pulses
must arrive within the resolving time T of the coincidence unit. Typical values of T are of the
order of the as for "slow" coincidence and down to the ns for "fast" coincidence.
Actually, Coincidence and Linear amplifier units are two important pieces of the measuring
system. The main task of the interbal sub-project is to study on and to design these N1M-
standard blocks those are able to combine with other needed electronics modulars for the
performance of a gamma-gamma coincidence system with the sake of nuclear structure research
at a horizontal channel in the research reactor Dalat.

I. INTRODUCTION

In nuclear physics, studying on exciting status region from 3MeV to linking
energy of neutron is not so much. In fact, there are a lot of disadvantages because of the
effect of Compton scattering process. To eliminate the Compton background and other
effects, an application of the summation method of Coincident signal amplitude donates
effective results. So far, many laboratories have been arranging physics experimentation
for measurement and detection of gamma cascade disintegration in the world due to the
aforementioned method. Time by time, a coincidence spectrosystem has also been
designed for nuclear structure research at the reactor.

II. OBJECTIVE

To admit information of gamma emission intensity, and of branch ratio, the
performance of a measurement system of good quality is significant. The main task of
the sub-project is to construct the above-mentioned electronics system for nuclear
structure in the research reactor, Dalat.

III. CONTENTS

1. Design and the construction of linear amplifying stages: pole-zero, basic
amplifier, discriminator, DC-controller, complex pole filter, baseline
restorer, BLR on/off controller.

2. Study on and the construction of coincidence block: input signal polarity,
threshold, inverting amplifying, monostable flip-flop, mixer, coincident
pulse performance.
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IV. METHOD

1. Performance of linear amplifying signal due to complex pole filter with
charge-discharge time constants

2. Combination and collection of multi-task controlling pulse due to signal
simulation mode

3. Rejecting logic signal for coincident pulses

V. RESULTS, SPECIFICATION

1. Amplifier:

- Input resistance: 500 Ohm
- Output resistance: 50 Ohm
- Input polarity: negative or positive
- Output polarity: single
- Maximum output signal: 10 voltages
- Coarse gain: xlO, x50, xlOO, xlOOO
- Shaping time: lj.is, 2/.is, 3(.is, 4(.is,l|.is, 6[.is
- Low powers: +15V/200mA, -15V/l50mA, 6V/400mA. NIM-2M

standard.

2. Coincidence:

- Coincident resolving time 2x with adjustment from 25ns to 120ns
- Input signal: positive or negative with max amplitude 5V
- Output signal TTL, duration 14|.ts
- Low powers: +15V/100mA, -15V/100mA, 6V/150mA. NIM-JM

standard.

VI. CONCLUSION

Study on, design and the construction of the aforementioned modular satisfied
the current needs of the sub-project; these modular have been using and improving. In
the near future, when all of functional electronics modular are combined together, a
measurement and detection system will be expanded into nuclear structure research at
the horizontal channel. Some other necessary functional modular should be kept on
developing so as to make a complete coincidence spectrometer.
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